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Abstract
Cell-to-cell transmission of proteopathic alpha-synuclein (α-syn) seeds is increasingly thought to underlie the progression of
neurodegenerative diseases including Parkinson’s disease, dementia with Lewy bodies, multiple system atrophy, and related
synucleinopathies. As such, it is important to understand the chemical and biological relationships between cells and
pathological aggregates of α-syn. This brief review updates our understanding of the templated spread of α-syn pathology in
neurodegenerative disease from the perspective of proteopathic α-syn seeds, including how these seeds are processed by
cells as well as their effects on cellular function. Recent advances in understanding the conformations of α-syn seeds are
highlighted, and the possible structural basis for the observed heterogeneity of synucleinopathies is discussed. Finally, we
propose the possibility that some known risk factors for synucleinopathies may in fact potentiate the cell-to-cell transmission
of α-syn pathology via imbalances in interrelated cell biological processes.

Introduction to α-syn pathology and
transmission

The movement disorder that eventually came to be known as
Parkinson’s disease (PD) was originally reported by James
Parkinson in 1817 [1], and although significant progress has
been made in elucidating the molecular basis for this neu-
rodegenerative disease, debate still exists today around the
myriad proposed genotypic and phenotypic underpinnings
of this devastating aging-related disease. α-Synuclein
(α-syn) had been discovered as a synaptic and nuclear pro-
tein of unknown function in the 1980s [2], and was later
found as a non-amyloid β component of amyloid plaques in
AD patients [3]. It was not until 1997 that a PD related
familial point mutation in the gene encoding α-syn, and
subsequent studies showing α-syn as the major component
of intracellular amyloid inclusions known as Lewy bodies
(LBs), that we had our first key clue into the underlying
biochemistry of PD and related synucleinopathies [4, 5].

These α-syn inclusions in PD are known as LBs and Lewy
neurites (LN) and they have come to characterize PD, Par-
kinson’s disease dementia, and Dementia with LBs (DLB)
depending on the spatial and temporal development [6]. α-
Syn pathology also appears frequently in brains of Alzhei-
mer’s disease (AD) patients both as mature LBs and LNs,
wherein the later are a minority component of Aβ amyloid
plaques [3, 7]. Insoluble α-syn is also found in distinct
neuronal cytoplasmic inclusions and glial cytoplasmic
inclusions in the aggressive neurodegenerative synucleino-
pathy known as multiple system atrophy (MSA) [8, 9]. Of
the major breakthroughs in understanding the etiology and
pathogenesis of PD and related synucleinopathies, what
remains the most enduring and significant observation is the
centrality of α-syn pathology and its link to cell death.

It is now well understood that α-syn pathology spreads
through stereotypic patterns unique to phenotypically dis-
tinct neurodegenerative synucleinopathies [10–12]. Early
hypotheses for direct cell-to-cell transfer of α-syn pathology
originated from postmortem analysis of cohorts of Swedish
patients who received fetal dopamine neuron grafts into
their putamen or both the caudate nucleus and putamen.
While many patients derived therapeutic benefit from the
resulting compensatory dopaminergic innervation, and it
was found at autopsy that these relatively young grafts
could develop LB pathology after about 10 years post-
implantation, suggesting that the environment of the
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diseased brain may support the development of LBs even in
exogenous, ~10–20 year old neurons lacking naturally
occurring connectivity [13–17]. It has since been shown that
aggregated, insoluble α-syn pre-formed fibrils (PFFs) gen-
erated from recombinant α-syn or pathological α-syn iso-
lated from human diseased brains can induce
synucleinopathy-like pathological processes in numerous
model systems. Inoculation of α-syn PFFs into the brains of
rodents is sufficient to induce LB-like pathology char-
acterized by phosphorylated, insoluble, intracellular α-syn
inclusions [18–22]. Further, transduction of immortalized
cells overexpressing α-syn or primary neurons with α-syn
PFF suspensions results in the spontaneous development of
similar LB-like aggregates [23–25].

To develop a complete mechanistic model for disease
transmission, it is critically important to understand how
cells respond to α-syn proteopathic seeds on a sub-cellular
level, why certain cells and brain regions are impacted in
different neurodegenerative synucleinopathies, why α-syn
pathology so often is comorbid with other amyloidogenic
proteins, and how α-syn inclusions may affect cell biology
leading to impairment of normal biological processes, cell
death, and ultimate manifestation of clinical symptoms.
This review examines recent advances in the understanding
of synucleinopathy transmission from the perspective of
synucleinopathy brain-derived insoluble α-syn or synthetic
α-syn PFF seeds and the effects they exert on neural cells.
Emerging structural data for α-syn seeds will be discussed,
along with hypotheses relating to selective vulnerability
to α-syn pathology and modulating factors of α-syn
transmission.

Life cycle of α-syn seeds in the cell

Uptake of pathogenic α-syn species into cells

Over the last several years, numerous uptake pathways and
cellular receptors for α-syn fibrils have been identified.
(Fig. 1a) The first specific mediator of uptake to be found
was a class of glycosylated extracellular matrix proteins
known as heparan sulfate proteoglycans (HSPGs) [26]. It
was previously known that infectious prion protein binds to
HSPGs [27, 28], and Holmes et al. [25] identified that α-syn
and tau PFFs but not huntingtin PFFs bound to cell-surface
HSPGs and were taken up via macropinocytosis. In a fol-
lowup study testing effects of specific sulfation moieties on
binding and uptake of fibrils, it was found that overall
sulfation of HSPGs contributed to this process, although no
specific individual sulfation moiety was required for bind-
ing and uptake of α-syn fibrils [29], suggesting a relatively
non-specific nature of α-syn pff binding to HSPGs. The
immune receptor Lag3 was recently described as a receptor

for α-syn PFFs in neurons, although the overall contribution
of Lag3 to cellular binding and uptake of fibrils appears low
and the same initial binding assay identified amyloid-β
precursor-like protein 1 (APLP1) and neurexin 1β as addi-
tional potential receptors for α-syn PFF internalization [30].
The proposed pathway for Lag3-dependent uptake is
clathrin-mediated endocytosis (CME). Some evidence sug-
gests that CME may play a role in α-syn monomer uptake,
although the role in fibril uptake remains unclear [31]. It has
also been found that the normal prion protein (PrPc) can
partially mediate internalization of α-syn fibrils [32].
Indeed, the in vitro data from this study revealed that the
presence of PrPC fosters the higher uptake of α-Syn
amyloid fibrils, which was also confirmed in vivo in wild
type (Prnp+/+) compared to PrP knock-out (Prnp−/−) mice.
Remarkably, α-syn amyloids blocked the replication of the
diseased version of PrPc, known as scrapie prions (PrPSc)
in vitro and ex vivo. Thus, although PrPC may mediate the
internalization of α-syn amyloids, PrPSc is not able to
replicate in their presence, and it is notable that several case
studies report that the accumulation of α-Syn amyloid
deposits in Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease patients is accom-
panied by a longer disease course [32].

Still other mechanisms have been identified as potential
pathways of synucleinopathy transmission. Extracellular
vesicles derived from cells or patient CSF have been
described to contain α-syn [33, 34]. When applied to neu-
rons, these extracellular vesicles may merge with the plasma
membrane and deposit their contents directly into the
cytosol or are taken up by endocytosis and trafficked
throughout the cell. It has been shown that DLB patient-
derived extracellular vesicles originating from CSF can
generate pathological inclusions in mouse brain upon
intracerebral injection [33], and that exosomes isolated from
DLB patient brain tissue can induce α-syn seeding in cul-
tured cells and the mouse brain following intracerebral
injection [35]. Tunneling nanotubes represent another dis-
tinct mechanism by which seeds or lysosomes containing
seeds may directly transfer from cell to cell [36].
While these structures are known to form in cultured cells,
their presence in tissue remains controversial and
uncharacterized.

Development of a therapeutic approach aimed at redu-
cing α-syn seed uptake in cells for the treatment of synu-
cleinopathies remains a tantalizing prospect. Some success
in reducing the development of pathology from α-syn seeds
has been achieved in proof-of-concept or preclinical studies
with monoclonal antibodies targeting extracellular aggre-
gates [37, 38]. If the transmission hypothesis is true,
reduction of cell-to-cell spread of pathological species could
slow the progression of disease even if pathological inclu-
sions are already formed in certain regions of the brain.
Given the many distinct receptors and endocytic
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mechanisms that have been identified for α-syn in various
model systems, it remains a considerable challenge to
develop such a therapy targeted at reducing uptake alone.

Trafficking of internalized α-syn aggregates

What happens to α-syn seeds after endocytic uptake? It has
been demonstrated in multiple studies that seeds are traf-
ficked through the endocytic pathway (Fig. 1b). Cell-based
α-syn PFF transduction experiments have demonstrated at
least partial colocalization of internalized seeds with com-
ponents of the endocytic pathway [39, 40]. A caveat of
these studies is the inability to readily distinguish inter-
nalized from extracellular α-syn seeds, which may provide
significant background signal. In primary neurons trans-
duced with recombinant α-syn PFFs labeled with
environmentally-responsive fluorophores, it appears that the

vast majority of PFFs are acidified along the endocytic
pathway and remain there for a week or more [41].

Intercellular trafficking of internalized α-syn seeds in
primary neurons has been characterized by fluorescence
microscopy. Freundt, et al. grew neurons in microfluidic
chamber devices, effectively separating neuronal somata
from processes, and microgrooves between the chambers
allowed for neuronal processes to project into adjacent
chambers [42]. After transduction of cells in a single
chamber with α-syn PFFs against a gradient of hydrostatic
pressure, internalized α-syn seeds were observed moving
along axons with kinetics consistent with axoplasmic
transport, specifically slow component b of axonal trans-
port. Interestingly, seeds were observed in cells not directly
exposed to α-syn PFFs, suggesting release of internalized
seeds is possible. This was further characterized in a recent
study comparing the behavior of α-syn PFFs to Aβ and

Fig. 1 Proposed life cycle of α-syn seeds in the cell. a Multiple
mechanisms have been shown to mediate α-syn fibril uptake into cells,
including receptor-mediated endocytosis and fluid-phase endocytosis.
Additionally, it has been demonstrated in model systems that various
extracellular vesicles or tunneling nanotubes can mediate α-syn entry.
b After endocytosis, fibrils are trafficked via the endocytic pathway to
lysosomes where many remain sequestered (See J). If α-syn PFF
uptake bypasses endocytosis, as in the case of some microvesicle,
endosome, or tunneling nanotube-mediated transmission, these α-syn
PFFs can likely reach the cytosol where they can immediately recruit
monomeric α-syn into pathological inclusions. c If lysosomes are
impaired due to genetic anomalies, age, or if the α-syn fibrils them-
selves disrupt and cross the lysosomal membrane, fibrils can escape to
the cytosol where they d interact with and recruit monomeric α-syn
into mature intracellular inclusions. e Release of pathogenic α-syn

seeds is thought to be possible, although specific mechanisms are
poorly understood. f α-Syn inclusions can stress the cells by various
means, leading to loss of specific cellular functions and eventually cell
death. This may be mediated in some contexts by (h) impaired mito-
chondrial function. i Cells can mount an autophagic response to
inclusions, possibly disrupting mitophagy and inhibiting autophagic
flux. j Internalized fibrils can remain sequestered in intact lysosomes.
Also, it is possible that some aggregated α-syn species can become
degraded in lysosomes via autophagy, k resulting in the production of
α-syn degradation products which may be less or more pathogenic
than full length α-syn PFFs. Biochemically-distinct α-syn strains (see
discussion of strains below) likely exhibit different behaviors at each
or any of these steps, potentially resulting in different disease
manifestations
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HTTExon1, where both anterograde and retrograde motion
of internalized α-syn species were detected, although the
relative efficiencies of transport differed among protein
aggregates [43]. Secretion of internalized α-syn was
detected from intact, healthy neurons, suggesting that seeds
may be transferred from cell to cell through neuronal pro-
cesses. Taken together, these results strongly suggest that
fibrillar α-syn in the endocytic pathway can be shuttled back
to the cell surface for release. This does not, however,
address how mature cytosolic pathology is released.

Endocytic escape of α-Syn species and recruitment

How pathological α-syn species initiate recruitment in the
cell remains a crucial unknown. A prevailing hypothesis
has been that escape of internalized seeds from the
endocytic pathway is required in order to allow contact
with the soluble pool of monomeric α-syn (Figs. 1c, d).
Galectin-3 is a carbohydrate-binding lectin usually
expressed throughout the cytosol that binds galactosides
on the luminal side of the lysosomal membrane when the
membrane is perturbed. Gal3 redistribution to lysosomes
has been observed in cells after treatment with a high
concentration of α-syn PFFs, suggesting that fibrils
themselves are capable of disrupting the lysosomal
membrane [44, 45]. It has also been shown in a similar
system that phosphorylation of ser-129 on PFF
seeds increases the degree of PFF-induced lysosomal
membrane disruption [46]. Chemical impairment or dis-
ruption of lysosomes with the lipophilic weak base
chloroquine increases the rate of aggregate growth in
neurons, suggesting that decreased α-syn seed degrada-
tion, increased escape from damaged lysosomes, or both
can potentiate recruitment of α-syn into aggregates [41,
47]. While proteolytic degradation of α-syn PFFs in the
lysosome has been shown to protect cells from α-syn seed
pathogenicity [47], certain truncated species of proteo-
pathic α-syn display higher seeding propensity [48],
suggesting the possibility that tuning of lysosomal pro-
tease activity under different conditions may modulate
pathogenicity of the α-syn seeds contained within. After
treatment of cultured primary neurons with α-syn PFFs, a
small proportion of α-syn seeds have been found to
colocalize with recruited endogenous α-syn, suggesting
direct conversion and recruitment of monomeric synuclein
by a small number of seeds within the cell is sufficient to
initiate robust α-syn pathology [23, 41]. It remains unclear
exactly how seeds escape from the lysosome and whether
this is entirely necessary for the initial recruitment of
soluble α-syn to form aggregates. Regardless, the rela-
tionship between α-syn seeds and lysosomes is emerging
as an important area of study in the understanding of
synucleinopathy transmission.

Dysfunction observed in α-syn pff-treated neurons

How do α-syn seeds and the resulting recruited pathological
α-syn inclusions affect neuronal chemistry and biology? It
has been demonstrated that recombinant α-syn PFFs are not
inherently toxic to cultured neurons, as neurons lacking α-
syn (α-syn KO) display no toxicity in response to trans-
duction with the same concentration of α-syn PFFs that
would generate robust p-syn inclusions and eventual cell
death in WT neurons [23]. Conversely, mature, recruited
intracellular α-syn aggregates resulting from α-syn PFF
transduction are known have several effects on neurons.
(Figs. 1f–h) Aggregates in cultured neurons can selectively
impair intracellular vesicle trafficking, including the traf-
ficking of autophagosomes, Rab5, and the receptor tyrosine
kinase (RTK) TrkB which functions as the cell-surface
receptor for the growth factor BDNF [49]. The potential
implications of impaired RTK trafficking are not just on cell
survival, but on neuronal health, synaptic dynamics and
plasticity, and paracrine signaling with possible effects on
the function of the brain regions affected. This could, in
part, underlie synaptic dysfunction which is known to pre-
date complete cell loss and degeneration. Any cell-specific
effects or lack thereof on RTK trafficking could play a role
in selective vulnerability of different neuronal populations
to pathological load. It has relatedly been shown that
pathological burden can dysregulate synaptic signaling in
cultured primary neurons [23]. Indeed, electrophysiological
changes and a decrease in postsynaptic density have been
observed to result from treatment of hippocampal mouse
neurons with PFFs [50]. The effects of seeded intracellular
aggregates on neuronal function in cultured cells could
provide insight into the mechanisms of dysfunction which
precede cell loss in neurodegenerative disease.

LB-like and LN-like α-syn inclusions have been shown
to interact with the autophagic-lysosomal pathway.
(Figs. 1i–k) Mature intracellular α-syn inclusions resulting
from α-syn PFF transduction are positive for P62 and LC3,
and have been shown to inhibit autophagy in immortalized
cells and primary neurons [24]. It is possible that this
inhibition interferes with mitochondrial quality control via
inhibition of mitophagy; interestingly both of the synu-
cleinopathy risk factors parkin and PINK1 are known to
regulate mitophagy [51]. Using a novel antibody against
phosphorylated α-syn (p-Ser129), it has been suggested that
partially-degraded aggregates can branch from growing
p-syn inclusions and directly interact with mitochondria,
raising the possibility that yet-uncharacterized α-syn species
may exhibit toxic effects on mitochondria [52].

The ultimate mechanism of toxicity resulting from
cytosolic α-syn inclusions remains obscure, as do exact
mechanisms of selective vulnerability to this pathology. It
has been observed that susceptibility to seeded aggregation
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resulting from α-syn PFF treatment correlates with total α-
syn levels in cultured cells, and eventual toxicity correlates
with the extent of the burden of α-syn pathology within
cells [23, 53, 54]. Selective vulnerability of brain regions
and specific cells affected in synucleinopathies likely
involves a complex interplay between the α-syn seeds and
the unique biology of the affected cell population.

Release of proteopathic seeds

Although it is now understood that fibrils can be relayed
back to the extracellular space via endocytic recycling after
uptake, questions remain as to how aggregated endogen-
ous α-syn is released from cells as a key component of the
transmission paradigm. (Fig. 1e) Aggregated α-syn could be
released through non-specific means including cell death, or
through specific, tightly regulated cellular pathways. Fold-
ing state-dependent release of α-syn has been demonstrated
under various stress conditions [55] and upon dopamine
treatment [56], and cell-to-cell transfer has been observed
under conditions of oxidative stress [57]. It is important to
note in these studies that either the amyloid character of
these species has not been definitively determined, or the
released species were found to be non-amyloid oligomers.
Autophagic impairment has been shown in a donor-
recipient co-culture cell model to increase cell to cell
transfer of α-syn, although it is not clear the extent to which
impaired autophagy in donor cells leads to increased
release, or if impairment of autophagy in recipient cells
leads to increased deposition and retention of transferred
species [58]. Unconventional secretion through an ER-
dependent process chaperoned by USP19, an ER-associated
deubiquitylase, has been identified for α-syn but not tau
[59]. It has also been found that the HSP70 co-chaperone
DNAJC5 can play a key role in secretion of aggregated α-
syn species via misfolding-associated protein secretion
(MAPS) [60]. Misfolded aggregates in the cytosol were
observed to be shuttled to the cell surface in a DNAJC5-
dependent manner, taken up by endocytosis, and degraded
in the lysosome. While these experiments were conducted
in immortalized cells, if the conclusions extend to neurons,
this may represent a microcosm of the transmission
hypothesis.

Impairment of autophagy has been demonstrated to
increase secretion of α-syn species by numerous pathways.
Exosomal secretion of α-syn aggregates has been observed
in response to knockdown of macroautophagy component
ATG5 [61]. Inhibition of lysosomes with bafilomycin leads
to an upregulation of release of autophagosome-like extra-
cellular vesicles from primary neurons as well as an
increase in α-syn association with these extracellular vesi-
cles, and PD or DLB patient-derived extracellular vesicles
can induce α-syn pathology upon intracerebral injection into

mice [33]. It was further demonstrated that extracellular
vesicles containing α-syn are released by primary neurons
under stress induced by the lipid peroxidation product
4-hydroxynonenal [34]. These extracellular vesicles were
observed to be taken up by secondary neurons and traf-
ficked within axons. These results suggest that α-syn
transfer from cell-to-cell via extracellular vesicles may be
at least partially involved in the spread of synucleinopathies
throughout the brain.

One general challenge in interpreting many of the above
experiments is the relatively low level of α-syn that cultured
cells are capable of releasing. It is thus difficult to distin-
guish specific release of α-syn species under various con-
ditions from non-specific release resulting from toxicity or
cell death, even at low levels. Transmission of α-syn species
in the brain may rely on multiple forms of release including
non-specific release from cell death, these mechanisms may
be present in a spectrum in any particular synucleinopathy,
or the mechanism of release may possibly define the pro-
gression of individual synucleinopathies.

The varied structures of α-Syn

monomeric α-Syn

Under physiological conditions, monomeric α-syn is
natively unfolded with an amphipathic n-terminus, a
hydrophobic core necessary and sufficient for fibrillization,
and an acidic c-terminus [62, 63]. When bound to curved
anionic lipids such as synaptic vesicles, the n-terminus has
been shown to adopt an α-helical conformation and interact
directly albeit weakly with the lipid membrane and as such,
α-syn is highly localized to synapses [2, 62, 64, 65]. The
function of α-syn has been somewhat mysterious, although
emerging work suggests it plays a role in synaptic vesicle
trafficking, recycling, and dynamics of the exocytotic fusion
pore [63, 66–68]. Although controversial, it has been
demonstrated that α-syn can exist in solution as a stable
tetrameric unit and that this association could protect cells
from aggregation of α-syn into pathological species via
sequestration of monomer [69]. It has further been shown
through crosslinking experiments that genetic mutations of
α-syn associated with PD can perturb the equilibrium
between tetrameric and monomeric α-syn, and this equili-
brium may underlie the propensity of α-syn aggregates to
form in the cell [70]. It should be noted that there is no
consensus in the field regarding the presence or physiolo-
gical relevance of tetrameric α-syn species, and it is possible
that synaptic vesicles or other membranes could act as a
similar reservoir for α-syn monomer. The existence of α-syn
tetramers notwithstanding, exposure of α-syn PFFs to
neurons in vitro and in vivo leads to the rapid formation of
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PD-like LBs and LNs with the subsequent death of affected
neurons containing α-syn aggregates.

The initial pathogenesis of synucleinopathy is still a
poorly understood process thought to involve the conver-
sion of soluble α-syn species into insoluble aggregates via
spontaneous nucleation. This generation of pathological
species could be caused by countless environmental or
genetic factors, and is quite likely the result of interaction
among multiple factors. Although these processes could
differ for distinct synucleinopathies, detailed discussion is
outside the scope of this review.

Conformations of pathological α-syn aggregates

Regardless of the factors driving initial nucleation and early
recruitment of pathological α-syn in the body, it is known
that α-syn can misfold in disease into insoluble, β-sheet rich
fibrillar structures that associate together as intracellular
inclusions. It is entirely possible that biochemical differ-
ences among distinct fibrillar species can underlie the dif-
ferent behaviors of α-syn observed across the spectra of
proteopathic neurodegenerative diseases, as has been
observed for pathological prion protein [71].

Progress has been made recently toward elucidation of
the tertiary and quaternary structure of fibrillary α-syn
generated from recombinant monomer. A seminal solid-
state NMR study recently described the structure of α-syn
fibrils in high resolution. The structure of the fibrillization
core of α-syn PFFs generated in phosphate buffer was
determined to be an in-register Greek key β-sheet motif
containing several stabilizing features including a glutamine
latter, an intermolecular salt bridge, several steric zippers,
and hydrophobic-core interactions [72]. Using a similar
technique, the same group determined that α-syn fibrils
prepared in a tris buffer system displayed a remarkably
similar structure, with small differences between T44 and
V55 as well as the primarily unstructured n-terminus, sug-
gesting this motif as a possible general structure for
fibrils [73].

In addition, recent structural studies employing the
powerful technique of cryo-EM have shown a similar,
though not identical, Greek key motif within the fibril core
[74–76]. These studies have the added benefit of observing
whole α-syn fibrils, and can more closely interrogate
intermolecular contacts. As such, the back-to-back paired
filament structure of the α-syn fibrillization core has been
observed. The cryo-EM structure of fibrils consisting of α-
syn αα residues 1–121 was reported first, showing a similar
Greek key motif as determined by NMR [74]. A similar
study of fibrils generated from full length α-syn identified
two distinct fibrillar species that originate from intertwined
protofilaments [75]. Each species displays approximate 21
screw axis symmetry with right handed helical twist, but the

species differ in fold and contacts between protofilaments.
One fibril species defined as the “rod” is straight, displaying
a similar Greek key motif as other structures recently
determined. The second observed structure, a “twister,”
appears twisted in projection views and consists of an
ordered β-arch motif. Shortly after these reports, a third
group described a similar cryo-EM analysis of full length
recombinant α-syn fibrils, showing yet again a similar
Greek key fold and intermolecular contacts among 2 iden-
tical protofibrils with approximate 21 screw axis symmetry,
although these fibrils displayed left-handed helicity [76].
For each of the high-resolution structures summarized here,
many of the familial α-syn mutations known to be risk
factors for disease are found within the fibrillization core.
We speculate that these different structures may be linked to
the properties of biologically distinct α-syn strains.

The observation by high-resolution structural techniques
of numerous similar but distinct fibrillar species originating
from recombinant monomeric α-syn suggests that distinct
conformations with diverse biological activities in cells are
likely to be found across the spectrum of synucleinopathies.
These structural differences likely give rise to distinct bio-
chemical properties and may in fact define the behavior of
α-syn strains in disease. An emerging push to deduce the
structure of fibrillar α-syn isolated from different synuclei-
nopathies will likely soon provide insight into the rela-
tionships between pathological α-syn conformation and
disease.

A structural basis for seed behavior?

Could biochemically-distinct strains explain or cause
divergent pathologies, either in terms of spatiotemporal
spread or the presence of co-pathologies? (Fig. 2a) A study
systematically mutating human α-syn (hα-syn) to mouse α-
syn (mα-syn) has identified an array of behaviors of che-
mically distinct α-syn species, and that different species of
α-syn monomer can largely inherit the intrinsic properties of
seeds including conformation and pathogenicity [77]. This
suggests that properties imparted to α-syn monomer by
seeds may play a role in the formation of distinct strains of
α-syn. Further, evidence of numerous α-syn strains with
different biological properties in vitro and in vivo has
recently emerged. It has been shown that serial passaging of
α-syn PFFs generated with recombinant α-syn monomer
leads to the generation of different strains of α-syn PFFs
[78]. De novo (Strain A) α-syn PFFs recruit α-syn PD-like
LBs and LNs in both primary neurons and upon intracer-
ebral injection into mouse brain, while PFFs from later
passages (Strain B) are capable of recruiting tau into neu-
rofibrillary tangles similar to AD, alongside α-syn PD-like
LBs and LNs suggesting the possibility that frequently-
observed comorbid proteinopathies may result directly from
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the cross-seeding of tau by pathological α-syn seeds under
certain conditions, and that distinct strains may define
specific co-morbidities. It has also been demonstrated that
the cellular environment in which α-syn seeds develop can
dictate the structure and pathogenicity of these α-syn seeds
[79]. Distinct properties can be imparted on α-syn fibrils by
the environment in which they grow [80–82]. MSA brain-
derived α-syn seeds have been shown to be considerably
more potent than PD brain derived seeds, consistent with
the aggressive nature of MSA [79, 83], and have also been
characterized as remarkably stable compared to other
fibrillar α-syn species [84]. Additionally, it appears that
certain PD-related α-syn mutations, most notably E46K, are
resistant to recruitment by MSA seeds [85].

An important outstanding question is how α-syn
pathology spreads to different cell populations in the brain
in distinct synucleinopathies. (Fig. 2b) Differential degra-
dation of α-syn PFFs has been characterized in different cell
culture systems, where it was observed that astrocytes can
degrade exogenous α-syn PFFs more efficiently than neu-
rons under similar conditions [86]. More work is necessary
to understand the basis for this differential cell-type specific
processing of pathological α-syn and its subsequent spread
in cells, particularly in the case of MSA GCIs.

Complex relationships exist between fibril conformation
and the biological processes that the α-syn fibrils are sub-
jected to once interacting with a cell. Given the observed
difference in seeding potency among distinct α-syn species
in neurons, it is entirely possible that the biochemical
properties of the seeds could regulate uptake, endolysoso-
mal degradation or escape, recruitment of soluble α-syn,
and toxicity; distinct strain properties of seeds may in fact
underlie the heterogeneity of synucleinopathies by
responding differentially to cell populations and brain
regions selectively vulnerable or selectively resilient to the
pathogenic properties of different seeds. A wealth of
information should be forthcoming over the next decade as
these structural techniques are applied to the elucidation of
tertiary and quaternary structure of pathology isolated from
distinct diseases.

Possible modulators of pathological α-syn
transmission: a brief overview

While it is outside the scope of this review to thoroughly
discuss the vast array of genetic or environmental risk
factors for development of synucleinopathies, we can

Fig. 2 Distinct α-syn strains may underlie the phenotypic diversity of
synucleinopathies. a General schematic of α-syn strain formation.
Monomeric α-syn can aggregate into conformationally-distinct
pathological α-syn species as a result of spontaneous nucleation,
through seeded aggregation by distinct or maturing strains, or through
conversion within a specific cellular milieu. b It is possible that the

observed heterogeneity of synucleinopathies results, in part, from
differential effects of α-syn strains on distinct neuronal populations
(Neuron A and Neuron B) and other cell types within the central
nervous system such as glia. Indicated are two putative strains of α-syn
seeds (blue and gray objects) differentially affecting distinct cell types
(neurons and glia)
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hypothesize that a handful may be involved in modulating
disease spread through transmission. Many of the known
genetic risk factor alleles or genetic mutations that are
pathogenic for synucleinopathies can be grouped into
3 categories. The first to consider are abnormalities in the α-
syn gene (SNCA), the second are genes involved in lyso-
somal/autophagic processes, and the third are genes
involved in the health of mitochondria. How do these sys-
tems interrelate, and how may α-syn or transmission of α-
syn form a link among them to disease? It is known that
aggregate-promoting SNCA mutations or increased expres-
sion of α-syn due to multiplication of copies of the SNCA
gene can promote disease [4, 87] (Fig. 3a). Once formed,
these aggregates interact with and likely disrupt autophagic
processes in affected cells through substrate inhibition [24]
(Fig. 3b). While it is possible that the resulting proteostatic
inhibition could affect general protein quality control by
impaired clearance of amyloidogenic proteins and lead to an
increase in seeding events, it is also possible that resulting
cellular stress could increase the release of proteopathic
seeds with subsequent templated propagation of pathologi-
cal α-syn [55, 58].

Of particular relevance to the transmission hypothesis are
genes regulating endosomal trafficking, lysosomal function,
and lysosomal integrity. Genetic anomalies in the endoly-
sosomal pathway could accelerate the generation of
pathology resulting from endocytic flux of α-syn seeds.
Variants in the genes encoding lysosomal hydrolases
including cathepsin D (CTSD) and glucocerebrosidase
A (GBA) are known genetic risk factors risk factors for
synucleinopathies, and deficiency in the production of the
corresponding proteins has shown decreased lysosomal
activity or integrity [88, 89]. A loss of function mutation of
the gene encoding the lysosomal protein probable cation-
transporting ATPase 13A2 (ATP13A2) is associated with

Kufor-Rakeb syndrome, which is characterized in part by
Parkinsonism [90]. Cellular studies have demonstrated that
impairment of ATP13A2 leads to lysosomal failure and
accumulation of α-syn [91] and this has been shown to
regulate α-syn release [92]. Another interesting possible
lysosomal risk factor for synucleinopathies is the lysosomal
K+ channel TMEM175, which has been shown to mod-
ulate lysosomal activity and integrity [93]. Importantly,
variants in TMEM175 have been proposed as PD risk fac-
tors, and knockout of TMEM175 was found to perturb
lysosomal function and potentiate α-syn PFF-seeded
aggregation of monomeric α-syn in neurons [94]. Further,
mitochondrial impairment was observed in this model,
supporting a link between lysosomal function and mito-
chondrial health. Vacuolar protein sorting-associated pro-
tein 35 (VPS35) is known to regulate endosome maturation
via retromer trafficking from late endosomes to the trans-
Golgi network, which is closely tied to lysosomal function,
and missense mutation of VPS35 is also a risk factor for
familial PD [95]. VPS35 likely modulates autophagic
turnover of α-syn by regulating the lysosomal level or
activity of hydrolases such as cathepsin D [96]. Addition-
ally, although the neuronal expression of the PD related
gene LRRK2 is low, mutations in this gene are known risk
factors for synucleinopathies and aberrantly regulate endo-
lysosomal trafficking [97–99]. Impairments in lysosomal
function caused by any of these faulty processes could have
direct effects on mitochondria resulting from impaired
mitophagy or the generation of toxic ROS, or even the
generation of species interacting directly with mitochondria
[51, 52, 94] (Fig. 3b). Indirect effects on mitochondrial
health are also possible from lack of availability of critical
metabolites.

The convergence of the evidence that endocytosed
fibrillar α-syn species are trafficked to lysosomes along with

Fig. 3 Mediators of α-syn pathology. a α-Syn aggregation is promoted
by various genetic mutations (i.e., the A53T SNCA mutation) or
increased cytosolic concentration via whole-gene SNCA duplication
and triplication. b Aggregated α-syn species, as well as deficient
activity of a number of lysosomal synucleinopathy risk factors (i.e.,
variants in the ATP13A2, GBA or CTSD genes), can interfere with
autophagic/lysosomal function resulting in increased aggregation of

α-syn. c Lysosomal impairment can directly or indirectly affect
mitochondrial health and function, which may ultimately mediate
toxicity in synucleinopathies; release of α-syn seeds upon cell death or
as a regulated function of cell stress may initiate the transmission of
individual α-syn seeds. Cell-to-cell transmission of pathological α-syn
in diverse synucleinopathies could be mediated via imbalances in any
of these processes
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a growing understanding of endolysosomal risk factors for
synucleinopathy highlights the possibility of a direct rela-
tionship between lysosomal function and the spread of
synucleinopathies. Decreased lysosomal activity or integrity
resulting from age or genetic mutations may in fact
potentiate the transmission of fibrillar or oligomeric α-syn
pathology once it is formed in the nervous system.

Concluding remarks

Amazingly, the last decade has seen an explosion in
our understanding of many of the chemical and biological
processes underlying the onset and progression of human
synucleinopathies, and transmission of proteopathic α-syn
seeds is increasingly thought to play a role in the gradual
progression of these diseases throughout the brain. Cell and
animal models have provided us with relatively facile or
tractable systems to interrogate the complex dynamic rela-
tionships between α-syn seeds and the cell. We are learning
about the uptake and intracellular trafficking of α-syn seeds,
the recruitment of monomeric α-syn into mature α-syn
pathology, and the processing and release of proteopathic
α-syn species as the transmission process continues in an
autocatalytic manner. However, a complete understanding
how different neural cells respond to proteopathic α-syn
seeds of likely divergent conformations or biochemical
properties is still elusive, considering the potential number
of protective factors, vulnerability factors, and conforma-
tional effects of fibrillar α-syn seeds. With emerging
structural and biological assays and an improving under-
standing of factors mediating α-synuclein transmission, the
future will likely see the development of targeted therapies
to suppress or remedy any of the pathological processes
discussed here, and almost certainly some that have yet to
be discovered.
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